
Axxiome Premium Services:
Helping organizations achieve 
successful business transformation

Axxiome Premium Services 

provide structured continuous 

quality oversight based on a 

“Quality Control Framework” 

geared toward project success 

with reduced risk, lower cost, 

best practice solutions and 

customer value enablement.

Axxiome Advisory Services

OVERVIEW 

Transformation projects go through different 

phases and difficulties such as managerial or 
architectural issues, time delays, quality control, 

and others. Axxiome Premium Services (APS) 

is an advisory service that helps organizations 

monitor the success of a project throughout 

the project lifecycle. APS helps achieve 

project success while maintaining low costs, 

addressing risks prematurely, and ensuring that 

best practices are followed to enable the best 

benefit for the business.

APS provides a structured way of analysing 

different factors of the project and provides 

recommendations that enable the project 

to run in an effective and successful way. 

APS is composed of Axxiome’s most senior, 

highly experienced experts that execute a 

set of assessment exercises to analyse the 

information gathered and then work to prepare 

recommendations to address any identified 
risks, issues or opportunities for improvement.

The outcome of these assessments and 

particularly the recommendations are presented 

to the customer in a set of workshops that are 

held during the different phases of the project. 

The implementation of these recommendations 

is then followed up by the APS team to ensure 

organizations successfully achieve their 

objectives.

As the project is rolled out, the APS team 

monitors the implementation for quality 

assurance and to ensure that project objectives 

are met.

p r o v e n  g l o b a l  e x p e r t i s e



APS STATUS TRANSITION GATES

Throughout the project, formal quality reviews 

are done for the deliverables of each phase. 

Before a project can transition to the next 

phase, confirmation of acceptance is required 
to ensure that the current phase has completely 

successfully.

Each stage transition gate consists of four sub 

cycles:

• Preparation: plan & scope onsite review 

assessment based on project deliverables 

and ongoing status reporting 

• Conduct: execute onsite assessment of 

project status and readiness for status 

transition gate

• Evaluate: analyze findings, score findings 
against best practice and pre-defined 
expectations, develop recommendations and 

create stage transition gate evaluation report

• Present: present findings and 
recommendation to project and start tracking 

of recommendations & actions in continuous 

status report (action plan)
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APS STATUS REPORTING

Through regular status reporting, health checks 

are provided that assess risk, quality, budget 

and timelines to identify and mitigate risks early 

and drive customer value and best practice 

solutions.

 Status reporting focuses on:

•	 Early	risk	identification: identify risks early 

and execute risk mitigation actions to reduce 

cost and improve solution

•	 Design challenges: use best practices 

solutions and process knowledge from APS 

experts in design challenges during the 

project phase (avoid re-inventing the wheel)

•	 Budget and time-line control: identify 

slipping tasks and deliverables early 

and define actions with APS to bring the 
deliverable back on track

•	 Project management: identify areas where 

APS can support any project management 

challenges
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ABOUT AXXIOME 

Axxiome is a global solutions provider 

for the financial services industry with 
operations in Europe, North America, 

Latin American, and Asia Pacific. Axxiome 
excels in linking legacy banking platforms 

with modern solutions and is considered 

a leader in banking and insurance 

transformation projects across the globe. 

Axxiome’s professional consultants are 

experienced in technical and advisory 

services and bring innovation and 

knowledge to customer projects.

Axxiome offers Axxiome Banking, a 

digital platform, that follows industry best 

practices and delivers pre-engineered 

and rapidly deployable end-2-end banking 

solutions to customers, which minimizes 

the impact and interruption to operations 

and business processes.

To learn more about Axxiome and the 

complete suite of offerings and services, 

visit www.axxiome.com


